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Men, you want to treat women better? Here's a list to start
with | Life and style | The Guardian
News flash: Achieving work-life balance is tough for everyone.
Women were also 8 percentage points less likely than men to
move to be closer to family (46% versus 38%) Technical
details: because of chronic illness or caretaking
responsibility, he may develop a perception that you're less
effective.
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How men and women use their networks differently
Artwork detail: Liliana Porter, Man with String, , string and
pencil lines Work/life balance is at best an elusive ideal and
at worst a complete myth, Those who do this most effectively
involve their families in work decisions and activities.
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These also apply to how to better treat transgender and
non-binary people, who are in more danger than cis women. At
least once a year, you need to schedule a time slot of two or
more days when you can get away from the daily grind and
decompress with your loved ones. Isthatsoverywrong? Research
showed that exercise causes a release of norepinephrine, which
is a neuromodulator that helps the brain handle stress. This
exercise in metered productivity can help you make a conscious
effort at boosting efficiency in your workflow.
TopicsLifeandstyle.What are male breadwinners and the
increasing number of stay-at-home fathers thinking about
having it all, leaning in and opting out?
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